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Abstract 21 

The ASR products in concrete have various chemical compositions. It is yet unclear whether 22 

and how these products develop micro-expansion upon moisture ingress. This paper presents a 23 

3D in-situ observation of the crystallography and volume change of an ASR-product-filled vein, 24 

under varying relative-humidity (R.H.). The vein was observed to contain two nano-crystalline 25 
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phases with distinct basal spacings, and distribute heterogeneously in space. When R.H. 26 

changed from 10% to >38%, the basal spacing increased from 7.43Å to 8.89Å for one phase, 27 

whereas remained constant (~10.9Å) for the other. This is the first time that an ASR product is 28 

observed in-situ to exhibit crystal structural expansion during wetting process. However, the 29 

product-filled vein exhibited no noticeable swelling when R.H. varied from 10% to 97%. Our 30 

findings provide the first direct evidence that the moisturization-induced crystal structural 31 

change of ASR product may not be a plausible explanation to the macroscale concrete 32 

expansion. 33 

 34 

Keywords: Alkali silica reaction; Micro x-ray diffraction; Tomography; Moisture swelling; 35 

In-situ observation. 36 

 37 

1. Introduction  38 

Alkali-Silica-Reaction (ASR) is a commonly known mechanism of concrete degradation, but 39 

its microscale origin is not widely known. This ASR products cause expansion in concrete in 40 

the presence of moisture, leading to crack formation and concrete degradation [1,2]. ASR-41 

induced deterioration has been reported worldwide, and a global effort of investigating ASR 42 

exists since the mid-20th century [3,4]. Today, multiple standard testing methods have been 43 

established to evaluate the ASR reactivity of aggregates [5,6]. Limiting the alkali content of 44 

cement is also incorporated in construction codes to minimize the long-term ASR risk [7]. 45 

These measures are vastly helpful in construction practice, yet different testing methods may 46 

sometimes provide controversial results, and fail to predict the premature ASR degradation 47 

[8,9]. Meanwhile, computational simulations of ASR-induced material degradation are 48 

frequently reported over the past 20 years [10-12]. Many of them are based on conceptual 49 
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mechanisms that lack microscale validation. There is thus an urgent need to deepen our 50 

understanding to the microscale mechanism of the ASR process. 51 

One of the most widely accepted hypotheses of ASR damage is the moisture-driven swelling 52 

[13-15] of the products which bear a general composition of sodium/potassium calcium silicate 53 

hydrates. Compared with the calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H, the main hydration product in 54 

Portland cement concrete), the ASR gel has a much higher content of Na+K and a much lower 55 

content of Ca [15-18]. This compositional difference results in a higher degree of silicate 56 

polymerization in the ASR product (Q3 dominant) than in C-S-H (Q1/Q2 dominant) [16,19]. It 57 

is proposed that ASR product expands upon up-taking water to its gel structure, leading to a 58 

local stress development and initiation of cracks in concrete [13-15]. This hypothesis has been 59 

challenged recently at least by two research evidences. First, large amount of SEM data have 60 

indicated that the ASR product inside the reacted aggregates often exhibit a nano-crystalline 61 

nature. The product vein is a ‘river’ of nano-platelets that are tens of nanometers thick and 62 

micron-size wide [20-22]. These products are distinct from a gel-appearance, and their time-63 

dependent mechanical property is yet to be justified [22,23].  64 

Second, recent micro-XRD and micro-spectroscopic evidences have unveiled the high 65 

similarity between the nano-crystalline ASR product and shlykovite – a layer-silicate mineral 66 

[16,17,24-27]. They were both reproduced in recent laboratory synthesis attempts. Although 67 

multiple basal spacing values were found for ASR products from the field and lab-synthesis 68 

[31], it was noted that they all seem not able to swell or shrink upon a significant R.H. change 69 

[19, 26, 28].  Temperature is found to affect the formation of different types of crystalline ASR 70 

products with varying basal spacing, i.e., 12.0 Å (<40 °C), 10.8 Å (around 40 °C), and 13.1 Å 71 

(60–80 °C for K-shlykovite) [26,29,30].  Moreover, a significant hydrostatic compression 72 

pressure (>2 GPa) can also alter the basal spacing [31]. These evidences make it questionable 73 
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whether moisture-induced swelling is the microscale source of expansive stress during the ASR 74 

damage. 75 

To answer this question, a microscale in-situ observation of a vein filled with the ASR product 76 

and subject to R.H. change would provide unparalleled evidence. This paper reports exactly an 77 

approach of such kind. A vein filled with crystalline ASR product was carefully isolated from 78 

a degraded concrete and then investigated by synchrotron-based micro-XRD. The sample was 79 

exposed to an inert atmosphere (N2) with a largely varying R.H. (10%, 38% and 97%). The 80 

combined use of micro-XRD and tomographic scanning allows reconstructing the XRD pattern 81 

of each voxel in the probed volume, which then enables monitoring the crystal structure of the 82 

product during the R.H. variation, along with its volumetric change (if any). The results provide 83 

a direct evidence of whether the crystalline ASR product undergoes a structural swelling upon 84 

contacting moisture, and whether this leads to a volumetric change inside the product vein. 85 

  86 

2. Methodology 87 

2.1 Materials 88 

The ASR product was extracted from a laboratory-produced concrete cube exposed for 14 years 89 

to natural conditions in Valencia (Spain), with noticeable ASR degradation. The reactive 90 

aggregate is a silicified limestone [32]. This concrete was referred to as ‘ES1’ in our previous 91 

studies [24,31]. An iron hammer was used to gently crush the concrete. Via inspection under a 92 

stereoscopic optical microscope, a fragment with abundant ASR product veins on the fractural 93 

surface was selected. No resin impregnation was applied to the sample. A scanning electron 94 

microscope (Quanta 200 ESEM, FEI) at a pressure of 1.0-2.0 x 10-5 mbar, an accelerating 95 

voltage of 15kV and a beam current of 95-100 µA was used to locate the region of interest. An 96 

SSD detector (30 mm2) from Bruker and Esprit energy software with PhiRhoZ quantification 97 

were operated for the Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis.  98 
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The region of interest was extracted with a plasma focused ion beam (Helios G4 PFIB 99 

DualBeam UXe, ThermoFischer Scientific). A ~50 μm wide product vein was spotted on the 100 

fractural surface. An SEM-EDS line-scan perpendicular to the vein (containing 24 points from 101 

the edge to the middle of the vein) indicated an average (Na+K)/Si=0.40 and Ca/Si=0.32. This 102 

product vein was then cut with the Xenon plasma ion beam at working currents ranging from 103 

2µA down to 0.2µA. The extracted volume was a cuboid with edge lengths of 40-80 μm, 104 

containing part of an ASR product vein embedded in an aggregate (limestone) matrix (Figure 105 

1a). It was then fixated to the tip of an aluminum pin using Pt as the welding material. A second 106 

step to clean the sample was operated in a focused ion beam (FIB, NVision 40 CrossBeam, 107 

Zeiss), at much lower currents ranging from 65nA to 27nA, with Gallium ion beam. The sample 108 

was then placed in a desiccator containing saturated NaOH solution as CO2 and moisture trap, 109 

until it was measured two days later. 110 

 111 

Figure 1. Overview of the sample and the beamline setup. (a) SEM image of the extracted 112 

volume. The surface was partly cleaned with FIB to expose the morphogen of the ASR product. 113 

(b) Sample placed on the sample stage between the beam upstream, XRD and fluorescence 114 

detectors, with a N2 flow approaching from top; (c) An absorption contrast image of the sample 115 

during the scanning, viewed from an angle slightly different from (a). 116 

 117 

2.2 micro-XRD tomography 118 

The micro-XRD measurement was performed at the microXAS beamline of the Swiss Light 119 

Source (SLS) [33]. An incident beam of 14.6 keV energy was focused to ~ 1 µm × 1 µm using 120 

Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors. As shown in Figure 1b, an Eiger4M area detector was used to record 121 
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the diffraction pattern of the scanned region on the sample. The sample-to-plate distance and 122 

the position of the beam center were calibrated using the diffraction pattern of a standard 123 

material (LaB6). A pair of fluorescence detectors were placed in equal distance on both sides 124 

of the sample with respect of the beam direction. The elemental concertation in the scanned 125 

region were semi-quantified by averaging the signals from both fluorescence detectors, which 126 

is used to differentiate the ASR product from other phases. Reconstructions were conducted 127 

using the selected florescence signal with home-made python codes and the Astra Toolbox 128 

library, using SIRT method and parallel beam GPU code [34,35]. 129 

Using x-ray absorption contrast imaging, the sample was readily located during the scanning 130 

(Figure 1c). The raw XRD pattern contained the information of all materials along the beam 131 

path. Hence, a tomographic scanning manner was adopted to decouple the diffraction 132 

contributed by different parts of the sample. At each height (vertical position), horizontal 133 

scanning at a step size of 1 µm was combined with a rotational scanning at a step size of ~1.6°, 134 

covering an angle range of ~180°. The scanning of each slice took ~65 min. Such tomographic 135 

scans were conducted on multiple slices along the vertical direction. The overall investigated 136 

region is indicated by the red-dashed rectangle in Figure 1c.  137 

To study the effect of R.H., the sample was blown from top using either pure (dry) N2 or N2 138 

that passed through a water reservoir. The R.H. was measured as 10% (dry N2) and 97% (water-139 

saturated N2), hereafter denoted as ‘dry’ and ‘wet’ conditions, respectively. For each R.H. 140 

condition, 21 consecutive slices were scanned. The step size between adjacent slices is 1.5 µm 141 

for the dry condition, and 1.2 µm for the wet condition (vertical position of each scanned slices 142 

available later in Figure 5). The N2 blow was lastly removed to study the sample at ambient 143 

R.H., which was measured to be 38% in the experiment hutch, hereafter denoted as ‘amb’ 144 

condition. Due to the limitation of experiment time, only four slices were studied at the ambient 145 
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condition. The measurement starts from dry, followed by wet and amb conditions. The sample 146 

was allowed one-hour equilibration each time after a R.H. change. 147 

For the tomographic scan of each slice, one XRD pattern was collected for each horizontal 148 

position at each rotation angle. A set of home-made codes were used to translate these 149 

diffraction patterns to a diffractogram of intensity vs 2theta [36, 37]. Matlab software was then 150 

used to reconstruct the slice using the diffraction intensity at each 2theta angle as the contrast. 151 

For each slice, this reconstruction resulted in a three dimensional data, with the first and second 152 

dimensions corresponding to the x- and y- coordinates of the pixels on the slice, the third 153 

dimension corresponding to the 2theta angle. This eventually yielded the XRD pattern of each 154 

point in the studied volume under various R.H. conditions. Spatial distribution of a certain 155 

phase on each slice was obtained through reconstruction using the integrated intensity of its 156 

characteristic XRD peaks (e.g. the basal peak) using a python code of simultaneous iterations 157 

reconstruction technique (SIRT) algorithm [34,35]. Open source packages ImageJ [38] and 158 

Paraview [39] were used for visualization. 159 

 160 

3. Results and discussions 161 

3.1 micro-XRD of the ASR products 162 

A projection of the sample is shown with Ca, absorption and Pt contrast (Figure 2a). In the Ca 163 

contrast image, the regions containing relatively high and low Ca content correspond to the 164 

calcite aggregate and the ASR product, respectively. The deposited Pt weld is clearly resolved 165 

on the surface of the sample. To analyze the influence of R.H. change to the crystal structure 166 

of the ASR product, three slices at different vertical positions were selected (Figure 2a). For 167 

each slice, the XRD at all horizontal positions and all rotational angles were summed as the 168 

overall XRD of this slice, denoted as dry/wet/amb_slice1/2/3 as shown in Figure 2b. Only 169 

slice3 was studied at amb condition due to limited synchrotron beamline time. 170 
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Under a certain R.H. condition, the diffraction patterns of ASR products were comparable 171 

among different slices (Figure 2b). The peak intensities of slice1 were weaker than those of 172 

slice2 and slice3, since there was less solid material in slice1. The XRD of each slice typically 173 

contained the contribution from the ASR products, and from calcite (aggregate) and Pt as 174 

labelled in Figure 2b. Although not displayed in Figure 2, this finding holds true for all the 175 

scanned slices under a certain R.H., demonstrating that the crystal composition is comparable 176 

among different slices.  177 

Two basal peaks were observed at d ~ 10.9 Å and 7.43 Å when the sample is dry (R.H.=10%). 178 

Upon increasing R.H. to 97%, the 7.43 Å basal peak vanished while a new basal peak appeared 179 

at d ~ 8.89 Å. The 10.9 Å basal peak remained unchanged. Meanwhile, two new peaks appeared 180 

in the wet condition at 2theta of ~15° and ~25° (red arrows in Figure 2b). The peak at 29.5° 181 

were sharper and more intensive in the wet condition as compared with the dry condition. When 182 

R.H. subsequently dropped from 97% to 38% (amb), no noticeable change of the XRD was 183 

observed after 5 hours of equilibration and measurement. 184 

   185 
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Figure 2. XRD data of the ASR products under different R.H. (10% for dry, 97% for wet and 186 

38% for ambient). (a) Projections of the sample in Ca, absorption and Pt contrast, with the 187 

vertical positions of three selected slices labeled. (b) The XRD of the selected slices plotted 188 

together with reported data [25,26]. Diffraction peaks not from ASR are labeled with triangle 189 

(calcite) and circle (Pt). The 2theta angle of synchrotron beam was translated to the equivalent 190 

Co Kα value, according to the Bragg equation. 191 

 192 

The basal spacing of the crystalline ASR product is found to be highly variable. In our previous 193 

work, ASR products exhibited similar layer structure as shlykovite, but with various basal 194 

peaks at d ~ 8.6, 9.6, 10.6, 12.2 and 13.4 Å [24,25,31]. For samples from different field sources, 195 

the dominant peak in all cases appears to be at d ~ 12.2 Å [24]. For lab synthesized shlykovite-196 

type ASR samples at elevated temperature (e.g. 60 °C and 80 °C), a basal spacing larger than 197 

13 Å was often observed [17,19]. When the synthesis temperature dropped to 40 °C, a product 198 

with basal peaks at 10.8 Å and 8.9 Å was reported [26]. These two basal spacings remained 199 

unchanged when R.H. was reduced to 35% (Figure 2b Shi_35% R.H.), yet a clear change took 200 

place when the sample was vacuum-dried for three days (Figure 2b Shi_vacuum dry) [26]. It 201 

is clearly shown in Figure 2b that the XRD of the 40 °C-synthesized sample are highly 202 

comparable to the results in this study. A previously reported micro-XRD data (Figure 2b 203 

Dähn_ambient) also resembles the results in this study at wet and amb condition, while the 204 

~8.9 Å peak is much more dominant in the reported work [25]. 205 

In the reported lab-synthesis work [26], SEM observation and spectroscopic data indicated that 206 

the obtained ASR product seems to have a uniform morphology and chemical environment. 207 

However, the variation in the intensity ratio between the 10.9 Å and 8.89 Å (7.43 Å) peak and 208 

their distinct response to R.H.-change indicate that they might come from two crystalline 209 

phases with similar layer structure but different basal spacings. 210 

 211 
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3.2 Tomographic reconstruction 212 

To further investigate the source of the two basal peaks, the azimuthally integrated intensity 213 

was used to retrieve the spatial distribution of phases that produce them (hereafter denoted as 214 

phase basal_1 and basal_2, respectively). With the scanning tomographic X-ray powder 215 

diffraction technique, every voxel in the scanned volume should satisfy a powder diffraction 216 

condition [40]. The ASR products are nano-platelets with thickness of tens-of-nm, which is 217 

much smaller than the pixel size (1 µm × 1 µm). As shown by a raw pattern example (inset in 218 

Figure 3a), the diffraction rings of basal peak 10.9 Å (basal_1) and 7.43 Å (basal_2) are both 219 

continuous rings with approximately homogeneous distribution of intensity at all azimuthal 220 

angles, i.e. satisfying the powder diffraction condition. Meanwhile, this diffraction contrast 221 

reconstruction cannot be applied to the aggregate since it exhibited a strongly spotty diffraction 222 

from large single-crystal calcite grains. As such, the whole scanned volume was reconstructed 223 

using the Ca fluorescence contrast, and segmented to ASR product and aggregate, i.e. the grey 224 

and orange volume in Figure 3a (partially transparent for viewing convenience). 225 
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   226 
Figure 3. Reconstructed spatial distribution of phases (in dry condition) that produce basal 227 

peaks 10.9 Å (basal_1, red) and 7.43 Å (basal_2, cyan). (a) Volume rendering of the ASR 228 

product (red and cyan) inside the whole scanned volume (reconstructed using Ca contrast). (b-229 

d) Compared distribution of the phases basal_1 and basal_2 in three selected slices. A grey 230 

color in the merged image indicates the co-existence of both phases. The corresponding slices 231 

reconstructed with Ca Kα fluorescence signal are also display for comparison. Images 232 

reconstructed from diffraction contrast are binary-segmented. 233 

 234 

A threshold-segmentation was applied to the ASR phases reconstructed with their basal peak 235 

diffraction contrast, which is well differentiated from other phases. An example of the basal_1 236 
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diffraction contrast histogram is shown by the inset in Figure 3a (right-hand-side). Inside the 237 

scanned volume, the basal_1 phase (red) and basal_2 phase (cyan) are intermixed in a sub-238 

volume that is consistent with the location of the ASR product (Figure 1a). The distribution of 239 

basal_1 and basal_2 phases are further illustrated in three selected slices, together with slices 240 

reconstructed using Ca fluorescence signal (Figure 3b-d). The Ca contrast images demonstrate 241 

two regions with distinct Ca content, corresponding to aggregate (left) and ASR product (right). 242 

In each slice, both basal_1 and basal_2 phases spread within the region corresponding to the 243 

ASR product. The distribution of each phase, however, is not homogeneous. There are regions 244 

rich in a single phase, while between them are regions with no diffraction signal of this phase. 245 

When merging the distribution of basal_1 and basal_2, the vacancies in the distribution of one 246 

phase often host the other phase, though some regions seem to contain both phases (grey color 247 

region in Figure 3b-d). This suggests the ASR products that produce the peak 10.9 Å (basal_1) 248 

and peak 7.43 Å (basal_2) are not the same. At the micron-scale, they are distributed differently 249 

inside an ASR product vein. Meanwhile, the distribution of Ca does not exhibit a similar 250 

heterogeneity as the distribution of basal_1 and basal_2, indicating that the two phases share 251 

similar content of Ca.  252 

The diffraction-contrast reconstruction was applied also to the data in wet (97% R.H.) and amb 253 

(38% R.H.) conditions. For comparison, the reconstructed images of a slice at the vertical 254 

position of 0.130 ± 0.0005 mm are plotted together (Figure 4). The distribution of phase basal_1 255 

in dry, wet and amb conditions are colored in red, green and blue, respectively (Figure 4a). A 256 

slight change in the measured vertical position in different R.H. conditions results in a few 257 

local variations in the distribution of basal_1. Apart from that, the overall size of the distributed 258 

area of phase basal_1 remains vastly unchanged, as indicated by the yellow dashed lines in 259 

Figure 4a.  260 
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 261 

Figure 4. Comparison of the micro-distribution of (a) phase basal_1 and (b) basal_2 under 262 

varying R.H. conditions. The yellow dashed lines are eye-guides of the size of the distributed 263 

area. Red, green and blue are used for the dry, wet and amb conditions, respectively. In the 264 

merged image, binary overlaps are represented by purple (red & blue), yellow (red & green) 265 

and cyan (blue & green). The grey area indicates an overlap of three basic colors. 266 

 267 

The distribution of basal_2 in the wet and amb conditions were reconstructed using the intensity 268 

of the 8.89 Å peak, in comparison to the 7.43 Å peak in dry condition. As shown in Figure 4b, 269 

the nearly identical distribution of basal_2 in all three R.H. conditions readily suggests that it 270 

is the same phase that produces peak 7.43 Å when dry and peak 8.89 Å when wet. In other 271 

words, the phase basal_2 has undergone an enlargement of basal spacing when R.H. increased 272 

from 10% to >38%. This is the first time that a microscale ASR product has been observed to 273 

exhibit crystal structural expansion in an in-situ wetting process. Yet surprisingly, the spatial 274 

distribution of basal_2 exhibits nearly zero change during the wetting process, although the 275 

basal peak shift corresponds to a ~20% volume increase of the crystal structure. Otherwise 276 

stated, the crystal structural swelling of the ASR product basal_2 did not lead to a swelling of 277 

the product vein at microscale (Figure 4b). 278 
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The threshold segmentation was applied to all the reconstructed slices in different R.H. 279 

conditions. The volume (number of voxels) of phase basal_1 and basal_2 were counted and 280 

plotted as a function of the vertical positions, as shown in Figure 5a and 5b. For all slices, there 281 

is no clear change in volume for both basal_1 and basal_2 phases in all studied R.H. conditions. 282 

Their volume ratio at each vertical position is also consistent throughout R.H. change (Figure 283 

5c). These data again suggest that the microscale volume of the ASR product remains 284 

unchanged during R.H. variation, despite the change of their crystal structure size. 285 

 286 

Figure 5. Reconstructed volume (number of voxels) of phase basal_1 (a), basal_2 (b) and their 287 

ratios as a function of the vertical position in various R.H. conditions. The uncertainty is 288 

indicated by the error bar, which is estimated by varying the segmentation threshold value by 289 

±5%. The volume ratio in (c) does not include slices with vertical location higher than 0.14 290 

mm, since the volume is too small and the error bar thus too large. 291 

 292 

3.3 Implications on moisture uptake by ASR product  293 

The reconstructed 3D XRD data enables the diffractogram to be extracted from voxels that 294 

contain only phase basal_1 or basal_2, as shown in Figure 6a. The strong orientations of Pt and 295 

calcite have resulted in significant reconstruction artifacts in the XRD patterns. Therefore the 296 

2theta ranges corresponding to calcite and Pt diffractions are masked in Figure 6a for viewing 297 

convenience. For phase basal_1, its diffractogram in wet and dry condition were mostly 298 

comparable. The 2theta positions of all diffraction peaks remained unchanged. Meanwhile, the 299 

(100) and (106) peaks were much sharper when basal_1 is wet, suggesting that the drying has 300 
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resulted in a certain degree of amorphousness. For phase basal_2, the basal peak drifted 301 

significantly when R.H. changes from 10% to above 38%. A loss of crystallinity was also 302 

observed when phase basal_2 is dry, as indicated by the broadening of several sharp peaks that 303 

were present in wet condition.  304 

 305 

Figure 6. (a) Decoupled XRD of phase basal_1 and basal_2 in dry and wet conditions, 306 

compared with published XRD of ASR-related phases [24]. The peaks corresponding to calcite 307 

and Pt peaks are masked by grey bars for viewing convenience. (b) An illustration of the micro-308 

process of moisture uptake by the ASR product vein. The SEM image is adopted from [28]. 309 

 310 

For both basal_1 and basal_2 phases, their XRD are comparable to the XRD of previously 311 

studied shlykovite-type products [24] in the 2theta, especially in the group of strong diffraction 312 

from 34° to 38° (red dashed square in Figure 6a). This suggests that the two phases identified 313 

here share similar layer structure as other shlykovite-type products, whereas the basal spacing 314 

of the layers are smaller here. The similarity in chemical environment is consistent with the 315 

spectroscopic study of similar products synthesized in the lab [26]. On the other hand, the 316 

thickness of each shlykovite-type layer is ~9 Å [24]. If phase basal_2 has the same layer 317 

structure, it will need to adopt an extremely tight stacking to obtain such a small basal spacing 318 

(8.89 and 7.43 Å). Particularly, in dry condition, the dendritic tips of the silicate layer will need 319 

to penetrate into the 8-unit silicate ring of the adjacent layer, to reach a basal spacing as small 320 

as 7.43 Å. Meanwhile, some diffraction peaks in basal_2_wet were not observed in other 321 
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shlykovite-type ASR products (red triangles in Figure 6a). Thus more study is needed to 322 

provide insight into the crystal structure of the swelling phase basal_2.  323 

So far a group of basal spacings, ranging from 7.4 Å to 13.4 Å, have been reported for the 324 

crystalline ASR products from affected concrete. Among them, only the product with a ~8.9 Å 325 

basal spacing (wet condition) was observed here to shrink to ~7.4 Å upon severe drying. The 326 

basal spacings of the other products, ranging from ~10 Å to 13.5 Å, seem inert to the moisture 327 

change. Lab-synthesis attempts indicated that their basal spacings are more determined by the 328 

synthesis temperature [19,26]. A compression as high as 2 GPa was also proven to result in a 329 

permanent basal spacing reduction of ~1 Å for ASR products with basal spacing around 12.2 330 

Å from field concrete samples [31]. In a real ASR product vein, all these products may exist at 331 

the same time, although they may have similar nano-platy morphology. It still remains largely 332 

unclear what leads to such a variation in the stacking behavior in different ASR products. 333 

The bulk moduli of several polymorphs of ASR products range from 27 to 76 GPa as reported 334 

by our previous high-pressure XRD work [31], while the bulk modulus of the whole product 335 

vein is at the scale of ~10 GPa according to indentation results [22,23,41]. This indicates a 336 

porosity of 40% to 80% in the product vein, as roughly estimated by a Mori-Tanaka 337 

homogenization scheme of randomly oriented thin platelets [42]. Assuming an equal volume 338 

of phase basal_1 and basal_2, the volume ratio of basal_2 to the total product is roughly in the 339 

range of 10% to 30%. Thus the 20% crystal structural expansion of phase basal_2 is 340 

homogenized to a <6% volume change of the product vein, i.e. less than 2% increase on one 341 

spatial dimension. This value is comparable to the accuracy of our experimental approach here 342 

and therefore difficult to be established unambiguously in the present measurements.  343 

Based on the above discussion, an illustration of the moisture-uptake in the studied ASR 344 

product vein is given in Figure 6b. The vein contains the agglomeration of expansive (basal_2) 345 

and non-expansive (basal_1) ASR nano-plateltes. Starting from a dry state, the expansive 346 
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product (basal_2) may uptake water into the interlayer during moisture ingress, resulting in an 347 

enlargement of basal spacing and the thickening of each platelet. However, this seems not to 348 

cause any expansion of the bulk volume of the product vein. A straightforward explanation is 349 

thus, the thickening of the nano-platelets only results in a shortening of the gaps between the 350 

platelets. 351 

Our results suggest that the source of micro-expansive stress is not from the swelling of the 352 

crystalline ASR product during moisture ingress. The mechanism of ASR degradation thus 353 

awaits alternative explanations. A recent study showed that the early form of ASR products in 354 

nano-cracks of aggregate are often amorphous, in contrast to the nano-crystalline form when 355 

macro-expansion is already obvious [43]. It remains to be studied whether the amorphous early 356 

products may uptake water and generate swelling stress. It is also not investigated whether the 357 

recrystallization of early products is accompanied by a crystallization pressure. In the latter 358 

case, a pre-existing crack may open up due to localized crystal-growth before the whole 359 

crack/void is filled with product. This phenomenon is indeed observed in a recent study [44]. 360 

 361 

4. Conclusions 362 

In this work, a tomographic micro-XRD measurement was applied to a freshly extracted nano-363 

crystalline ASR product vein in varying R.H. conditions, i.e. 10% (dry), 97% (wet) and 38% 364 

(ambient). The main conclusions are summarized as follows. 365 

1) Two nano-crystalline phases with the same morphology were found intermixed inside 366 

an ASR product vein from a damaged concrete aggregate. They exhibit distinct basal 367 

spacings – one at 10.9 Å and the other at 7.43 Å when the sample was equilibrated in 368 

R.H.=10%. 369 

2) After the dry sample was exposed to R.H.=97% for one hour, the basal peak 7.43 Å 370 

shifted to 8.89 Å, indicating a moisture-driven enlargement of basal spacing. 371 
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Meanwhile the 10.9 Å peak remained unchanged. Both phases have a higher degree of 372 

crystallinity in wet condition than in dry condition. Both phases remained unchanged 373 

when R.H. dropped from 97% to 38%. 374 

3) Despite the crystal structural expansion of one ASR product phase by uptaking water, 375 

the overall ASR product vein showed no sign of clear in-situ expansion at microscale 376 

of the studied sample. Therefore, the moisture ingress into nano-crystalline product 377 

veins may not explain the microscale origin of the expansive stress development in 378 

ASR degradation. Similar experiments are needed for more ASR product from affected 379 

concrete to justify the universality of this finding. 380 
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